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Introduction

This report describes the computer program for the computation of

chemical equilibria in aqueous systems, MINEQL. The purpose of the

report is to present the program in sufficient detail that the reader

not only can use the program exactly as it is written, but also can

modify it to suit whatever his particular needs may be.

The evolution of the program, examples of its use, and general

approach to the chemical equilibrium problem are described in Part I of

the report. Part II presents a "MINEQL-1 User's Manual".

A detailed mathematical description of the solution to the

chemical equilibrium problem used in MINEQL appears in Appendix 1.

It was felt that the solution could best be presented by an abstract

description of the mathematical problem (without any reference to its

chemical analog), followed by a very simple example of a chemical

problem (which is given in Appendix 2). This avoids the intermingling

of chemical and mathematical concepts which is sometimes confusing.

Appendix 3 gives a description of the program itself.

The three appendices are related in that they present the same

concepts - the actual theory and its application in MINEQL - from three

different viewpoints: mathematical, chemical, and computational. They

should be read in conjunction with one another. First the concepts

involved in the basic chemical equilibrium problem, (i.e., where there

are no solid phases present) should be mastered, and then the extension

to the consideration of solid phases, which is somewhat more complicated,

should be undertaken.
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This report contains a complete description of all of the concepts

employed in the program MINEQL. However, a working knowledge of the

program is obtainable without attention to all of the details.

It is hoped that this roadmap through MINEQL will enable the

reader to maximize his use of the program without becoming bogged down

in the details of the report.
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Part I

A- Evolution of MINEQL

The program MINEQL has evolved from ideas and experience gained

from the use of the series of programs REDEQL (7,8). The original aim in the

creation of MINEQL was a compact program, necessarily of limited flexi-

bility and problem size, but suitable for execution on small (16 K - 64 K)

computers. However, it soon became apparent that the programming approach

used in these early versions of MINEQL could profitably be applied to the

larger chemical equilibrium problems as well. In the expansion of MINEQL,

as in the development of any large program, trade-offs had to be made be-

tween compactness and efficiency of execution on the one hand, and clar-

ity of programming and ease of use on the other. The foremost of these

considerations observed in the design of MINEQL are clarity of program-

ming and reasonable ease of use. In some cases, the flexibility of the

program through input of control cards has been sacrificed for the sake

of maintaining compactness, but it is intended that the clarity of pro-

gramming should enable even a minimally competent programmer to modify

the program to suit his needs.

Experience gained in the use of the program REDEQL has given

guidance in the selection of input and output features. Studies for

which REDEQL has been used and for which the I/0 of MINEQL is particu-

larly suited include both laboratory and natural systems. For example,

REDEQL has been used to study the speciation of metals in algal culture

media, the stability constants for metal chelates in complex media, the

degradation of NTA in natural waters, the speciation of trace metals

in sewage oxidized and diluted by seawater, and the pH stability of
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the oceans.

The version of MINEQL presented here is designed for the large

scale problems mentioned above and requires a full size computer ( 128K)

for execution. It can be conveniently modified for smaller computers

if necessary.

Recent publications which include material relevant to the com-

putation of chemical equilibria in aqueous solution begin with the

program HALTAFALL by Sillen and co-workers (5). Then there follows a

collection of papers by Morel and co-workers (8-10) which discuss many

facets of the chemical equilibrium problem.

Zirino and Yamamoto (11) have considered the speciation of

trace metals in seawater and give a discussion of activity coefficient

corrections for that medium. Truesdell and Jones (12) in the description

of their program WATEQ give another good discussion of activity

corrections and present a well documented table of thermodynamic data

including AH for temperature correction.
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B. Methodology for Chemical Equilibrium Problems

The problem of finding the equilibrium composition/speciation of

an aqueous system is a programming problem which in its most general

form can be expressed as follows: minimize the Gibbs free energy of

the system subject to the constraints of mass balance. All of the

many methods for computation of chemical equilibria are but variations

on this theme, but as Zeieznik and Gordon have suggested ( 1 ), it is

just these variations that convert the theory into a program useful

for a particular application.

Two basic approaches exist to the chemical equilibrium problem.

One which has been developed extensively in a series of reports

from the Rand Corporation ( 2 - 4), involves the following procedure:

from an initial guess of the solution, a positive feasible solution

to the mass balance equations is found without consideration of the

Gibbs Free Energy of the system; then subject to the constraint of the

mass balance equations the Gibbs free energy is minimized. Another

approach, the so-called equilibrium constant approach, begins with an

initial guess for a set of components from which the minimum

Gibbs free energy composition is readily calculated from equilibrium

constants, then the mass balance equations are solved by iteration.

This is the approach used in the programs of Sillen ( 5 ), Perrin

( 6 ), and Morel ( 7 ), and others.

Thus in the first case, mass balance equations are the constraints

as the Gibbs free energy function is minimized, and in the second case,

the Gibbs free energy function is directly minimized and the mass
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balance equations are solved, Zeleznik and Gordon present a complete

discussion of this topic (1).

While the former "direct minimization of the Gibbs free energy

function" method seems more elegant in a thermodynamic sense, the

latter "equilibrium constant" method appears to be more an extension of

chemists' intuition, and thereby more useful and more tractable in

many ways. The equilibrium constant method is used in MINEQL.

One may view the equilibrium constant approach in the following

way: at every step in the iteration towards the final solution a

chemical equilibrium problem is solved (i.e., the computed composition

represents the minimum Gibbs free energy for a set of mass balance con,-

straints); the task is to iterate to the correct chemical equilibrium

problem (i.e., the chemical equilibrium problem with the desired set of

mass balance constraints).

Similarly, one may consider a computation involving solid phases

as an iteration toward the correct problem, but at a higher level of

hierarchy: for a given set of solid phases in equilibrium with the

aqueous phase, a chemical equilibrium problem can be solved, as described

above. But then it is necessary to find the correct set of solid phases

in equilibrium with the aqueous phase, (i.e., that set for which no

solubility products are exceeded and no mass balance conditions are less

than zero). This is achieved by successively redefining the set of

solid phases considered to be in equilibrium with the aqueous phase and

solving the resulting equilibrium problem until the conditions specified

above for solid phases are met,
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At this point it is recommended that the reader branch to

Appendix 1, "Basic Problem" for a description of the mathematics of

MINEQL, before proceeding to the User's Manual.
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B. Description of the Program

C. Input
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G. Special Usage

H. Error Messages

I. Storage
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II. MINEQL-1 User's Manual

A. Definitions

There are a number of terms used throughout this report which have

a particular significance outside of their normal English language,

chemical, or mathematical use. These terms will be defined.

1. Components - in a mathematical sense this is the independent

basis set from which every species can be defined and upon which the

mass balance equations are based. In a chemical sense, the components

are a set of chemical entities such that every species can be represented

as the product of a reaction involving only these components, and no com-

ponent can be represented as the product of a reaction involving only

the other components. The particular set of components for a given pro-

blem is certainly not unique, but once a set of components has been

chosen, every species has a unique representation in terms of this set.

There has been a tendency to consider only neutral entities for the set

of components; however, there is no reason for the exclusion of ionic

entities from this set, (nor are there any such restrictions in Gibbs

original definition of components (15)) and in this discussion ionic

entities will be included as components.

2. Species - mathematically, a species represents a log linear

combination of the components; chemically, a species is the product of

a chemical reaction involving the components as reactants. The species

include every chemical entity to be considered in a chemical equilibrium

problem. Species are of two kinds: soluble species and solids.
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3. Soluble species - include every species in the aqueous phase.

These can be simple ions: Ca2+ , H +, OH; ion pairs: CaCO3 (aq);

chelates Ca EDTA; etc. Soluble species can be both the soluble components

and complexes (products of reactions involving components). The concen-

tration (activity) of every soluble species is variable, being a function

of the concentration of the components of which the species is composed.

4. Solids - are species of a fixed activity (for normal solid

phases such as CaCO3 (s), Ca(O11)2 (s), this fixed activity is equal to

one). However, gases at a fixed partial pressure are also solids

according to this definition. Solids may be in two states, dissolved

or precipitated.

5. Dissolved solids play no direct role in a chemical equilibrium

computation. The fact that a dissolved solid exists indicates simply

that the solubility data for the solid is present, and after an equili-

brium computation has been made, the solubility of this solid phase may

be checked. If the solubility product is exceeded, the solid may be

precipitated and become directly involved in the computation.

6. Precipitated solids are those solid phases which are present at

a fixed activity. This implies a certain fixed relationship among the

components with the result that the chemical equilibrium problem

loses one degree of freedom. This is equivalent to transforming the set

of components to include the solid phase, which is then set at fixed

activity. If, after a chemical equilibrium computation has been made

with a given solid phase, the amount of that solid phase is calculated
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to be negative, the solid may be dissolved, i.e., removed from the

computation and the fixed relationship among the constituents disestablished.

The six definitions given above are applicable to chemical equili-

brium problems in general. For the purpose of presenting the program

MINEQL, these definitions will further be used to define six types of

species which have significance within the program.

Type I Species - are the soluble species which correspond to the

components.

Type II Species - are the complexes (all soluble species which are not

components).

Type III Species - are precipitated solids which are not allowed to

dissolve, even if the amount of these solids becomes

negative. Examples are gases at a fixed partial

pressure, or simply a solid phase which is specified

to be present. In addition, if the concentration

(activity) of any soluble species is to be fixed, i.e.,

set to a certain value (for example, fixed pH), this

fixed soluble species is included as a Type III species.

Type IV Species - are precipitated solids which are subject to

dissolution if the amount present becomes less than

zero.

Type V Species - are dissolved solids which are subject to precipitation

if the solubility product is exceeded.

Type VI Species - are species which are not to be considered at all

(e.g. dissolved solids which are not subject to pre-

cipitation, or the electron, which does not exist in

solution).
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B. Description of the Program

MINEQL, as outlined in the following description, is relatively

straightforward. Execution is controlled by the main program which

calls a series of subroutines (Figure 1). A description of the principle

variables is found in Table I.

MAIN begins by initializing the program variables ITMAX, EPS, THRSH,

ITER & XMU. Then INPUT is called which combines the user supplied data

for the components to be included and their analytical concentrations

with the thermodynamic data for all of the species formed from these

components. INION reads the ionic charge data for ionic strength

correction and IONCOR performs the ionic strength correction. The

problem is then totally defined and OUTPUT (entries IONCMP and IONSPC)

prints these data for verification. Subsequently SOLID is called to

modify the problem for the existence of the solid phases, then SOLVE

solves the resulting problem for the soluble species. SOLIDX solves

for the amounts of the solid species, performs precipitation and

dissolution, and "un-modifies", or restores, the matrices to the state

in which they were before SOLID was called. If no precipitation or

dissolution occurred, OUTPUT prints the results (entries OUTCMP, OUTSPC,

OUTPC); if precipitation or dissolution did occur, the solution sequence

is restarted with the new set of solids by a return to subroutine SOLID.

An important principle of MINEQL worthy of further comment is the

various types of species. Each species is handled computationally

according to its type. The program keeps track of the type of a species

by its storage location in the A and K matrices and the index array NN:
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the species are stored contiguously by types (Type I, Type II, etc.),

and NN(L) specifies how many species of Type L there are. The initial

assignment of storage locations and indexing is done in subroutine INPUT.

Further exchange of storage locations and indexing is done in subroutine

SOL1DX as solids are precipitated or dissolved by changing the

type of a species.
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C. Input

The input data which defines a problem for MINEQL is read in

several groups. The first group of data contains the information

for the components to be included in the computation: one card for each

component, followed by a blank card to delimit the group. After all of

the components have been read in, the input subroutine retrieves from

the thermodynamic data set (see the end of this section for description)

data for all of the species which are formed from the given set of

components. The default type specification for these species are:

Components: Type I soluble species

Complexes: Type II soluble species

Solids: Type V dissolved solids subject
to precipitation

Then follows several groups of data in which the type specification of a

species may be modified: the first card of one of these groups defines

the species type being considered; it is followed by one card for each

species to be assigned to that type, and finally a blank card to delimit

that group of data. The input is completely general: there may be any

number of cards in any group and there may be any number of groups to

define species types. All input is terminated by a final blank card.

A diagram of the exact format of the input data is given in

Table IV. Input in all cases is grouped in format fields of seven

characters to simplify data preparation. The identification numbers of

the components are given in Table II. There are 91 chemical entities

listed: cations have identification numbers 1-50, the electron is number
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99, and anion and neutral ligands have identification numbers 101-199.

Ligands are generally given in their least protonated form. The identi-

fication numbers of the species are given in Table III.

The input for species type allows for great flexibility in modifying

formation constants for species or for adding new species; 1) if only

IDYT is specified (the rest of the card left blank), species IDYT is

simply assigned to the indicated type; 2) if only IDYT and GKT are

specified (the rest of the card left blank), species IDYT is assigned

to the indicated type and the formation constant is set equal to GKT;

3) if IDYT is an identification number not previously included in the

computation, and GKT and (IDXT(J), IAT(J), J = 1,4) are included on the

card, a new species is generated with the data and assigned to the

indicated type. (If less than four components are all that are necessary

to specify the new species, only the necessary number need be specified

and the rest of the card left blank). A flow chart of the process is

given in Figure 2.

One further comment is necessary concerning specification of

Type III species, (components at a fixed activity): Since computation-
a 1 a2

ally these species are equivalent to solids (for which [X1 
1 . [X2] 

2 ...K=1),

to specify a component present at a concentration X, the log formation

constant must be logK = -log[X]. For example, the following input

group fixes pH = 8:

00003 Type III species

00050 8.00 I.D. # of H; -log[H]

blank card termination of group
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In addition to the input data described above (which is normally

supplied through the card reader), there are two data sets which are

normally stored on disc or tape. These data sets, the files to which

they are directed, and their contents are:

THRM. DATA FT1OFOOl Thermodynamic data

IONC. DATA FTllFOOl Ionic charge data for
ionic strength correction

Appropriate job control statements must be included to allocate these

data sets to the files (Table VI).
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D. Output

The output for MINEQL is broken down into three areas, each of

which is accessed by ENTRY statements in subroutine OUTPUT.

1. Input data for verification:

ENTRY OINCMP* Data for components

ENTRY OINSP Thermodynamic data for species

2. Output data for a solved problem

ENTRY OUTCMP Data for components

ENTRY OUTSP Species

3. Percentage Distribution of components

ENTRY OUTPC*

* Produces a new page and page heading

OINCMP prints for each component:

IDX = component identification number

NAME = name of component

X = guess of concentration of component

GX = log of X

T = total (analytical) concentration of component

OINSPC prints for each species:

IDY = species identification number

GK = log of stability constant of species

NAME(J), A(I,J) = name and stoichiometric coefficient of each

component j in species
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OUTCMP prints for each component:

IDX = component identification number

X = equilibrium concentration of component

T = total (analytical) concentration of component

Y = remainder of component (amount not accounted for in

mass balance equation)

NAME = name of component

OUTSPC prints for each species:

IDY = species identification number

C = equilibrium concentration of species

GC = log of C

GK = log of stability constant for species

NAME(J),A(I,J) = name and stoichiometric coefficient of each

component j in species

For the solid phases the values C and GC assume a slightly different

meaning:

1) For solids which are dissolved (Type V and Type VI), C and GC
1 2 an

are the values of the solubility expression (C = K - X X2 ... X n

and its log.

2) For solids which are precipitated (Type IV), C and GC represent

the amount of solid per liter of solution and the log of that number.

3) For fixed solids and fixed soluble species (Type III):

a) if C is positive, C and GC represent the amount of that species per

liter of solution that must be removed to achieve the desired "fixed"

condition.
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b) if C is negative, C and GC represent the amount of that species

per liter of solution that must be added to achieve the desired

"fixed" condition

The percentage distribution (OUTPC) gives, for each component,

its distribution among the species (subject to a threshold; if the

fraction of a component in a species is less than the threshold, this

species is not listed in the distribution)

PC = percentage of the component in the species

IDY = identification number of the species

NAME(J),A(I,J) = name and stoichiometric coefficient of each

component j in the species

There is an anomaly in this output which should be mentioned: for the

component H , some species have negative as well as positive stoichiometric

coefficients. Thus the percentage distribution for H+ is not always

a meaningful concept.
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E. Redox Reactions

To include redox reactions in a computation it is necessary to

include the electron, component identification number 99. Normally the

pc (pC = -log1 0 c; EH = 0.59 log1 0 c @ 25
0C) will be fixed at a given

value for a computation: thus species 99 should be included as a Type

III (fixed component) species. If the pC is to be calculated,species 99

must be included as a Type VI (species not included) species since the

free electron does not exist in solution.

A list of the Redox reactions is given in Table VII. The default

type specification for redox complexes is Type II; for redox solids it

is Type V (dissolved solids subject to precipitation), and for redox

reactions which relate two components, e.g. Fe 3+/Fe2+ or Cu 2+/Cu ,

Type III.
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F. Gaseous Phases

To include a gas phase at fixed partial pressure, it is necessary

to include the gas as a Type III species (fixed solid) and to specify

its partial pressure. An example using CO2 (g) will be given.

The formation expression for C02 (g) is, under ideal conditions,

[1H +] 2 [CO3  ] K = [CO2(g)] = "C02 log K = 1018.0

Since computationally every solid phase has an activity of one, the

expression is rearranged to

[H ] [CO 3
2 ] [K ] =1

CO
2

and the effective constant for the phase at a fixed partial pressure

PCO2 becomes

log K' = log K - log PCO
2

Then to define a problem where an aqueous phase is in equilibrium with

the atmosphere (PCO2 = 10 )

log K' = 18.0 - (-3.5) = 21.5

and the following input group makes that specification:

00003 Type III species

25000 21.5 ID# of CO2 (g); log K'

blank card termination of group

The default species type for gases is Type VI, species not con-

sidered. Thus if the gas is not explicitly specified, it will not be

considered.
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G. Special Usage

MINEQL has been written in such a way that the user has great

flexibility in specification of his problem by simply making a few

modifications in the MAIN; that is, the subroutines are available from

which one may construct his own program. (The basic version of MAIN is

presented in Figure 1).

There are numerous ways in which the MAIN of MINEQL can be modified

to solve particular problems. Two cases will be given as examples

which can be used as patterns for other modifications.

1) Simulate a titration with strong acid with increments from 1 to 20mM

acid.

MAIN

CALL INPUT

CALL INION

CALL IONCOR(XMU)

CALL OINCMP

CALL OINSPC

DO 100 J = 1,20

ITER = 0 4-

T(IADX(50)) = T(IADX(50)) + 1.OE-3

10 CONTINUE

CALL SOLID

CALL SOLVE

CALL SOLIDX(K)

IF (K.NE.0) GO TO 10

CALL OUTCMP

CALL OUTSPC

CALL OUTPC(THRSH)

100 CONTINUE

STOP

END
-25-



2) Run a series of computations with pH fixed from pH = 2 to pH = 10.

MAIN

CALL INPUT

CALL INION

CALL IONCOR(XMU)

CALL OINCMP

CALL OINSPC

DO 100 J = 1,20

ITER = 0

GK(IADY(50)) = J

10 CONTINUE

CALL SOLID

CALL SOLVE

CALL SOLIDX(K)

IF (K.NE.0) GO TO 10

CALL OUTCMP

CALL OUTSPC

CALL OUTPC(THRSH)

100 CONTINUE

STOP

END

Note that species number 50 must have previously been specified as Type III

(fixed soluble species) through input data.
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H. Error Messages

There are several errors which cause an error message to be printed

and execution to be terminated. The error messages, the subroutine

from which they are called, the probable cause and corrective response

are given below.

1. "COMPONENTS > NXDIM", SUBROUTINE INPUT:

The number of components in the problem is greater than the dimension

of the arrays allocated for their storage. Response: Either remove

non-essential components from the computation or increase the

dimension of the arrays (See Section I,"Storage).

2. "SPECIES > NYDIM", SUBROUTINE INPUT:

The number of species in the problem is greater than the dimension

of the arrays allocated for their storage. Response: Either

remove non-essential components from the computation or increase

the dimension for the arrays (See Section I,,"Storage").

3. "ID NOT FOUND: INPUT", SUBROUTINE INPUT:

The species identification number used to re-specify an existing

species type was not found, and the stoichiometry was not valid for

generating a new species. Response: Check (a) input format; (b)

whether the indicated species was included in the computation

4. "ID NOT FOUND: IADY" FUNCTION IADY

A species identification number was not found. Response: Verify

that the identification number is valid, and that the species is

included in the computation
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5. "ID NOT FOUND; IADX" FUNCTION IADY

A component identification number was not found. Response:

Verify that the identification number is valid, and that the

component is included in the computation.

6. "PHASE RULE VIOLATION" SUBROUTINE SOLID

More solid phases have been specified than there are allowed by

the Phase Rule. Response: Restart computation with an alternate

set of Type III and/or Type IV solids.

7. "ITERATIONS > ITMAX" SUBROUTINE SOLVE

The number of iterations allowed in subroutine SOLVE has been

exceeded. Response: Check a) the value of ITMAX; b) whether ITER

has been reinitialized if solving several problems within the same

computation; c) whether initial guesses have been properly entered;

d) if Type III and Type IV solids have been chosen wisely.

8. "SINGULAR Z MATRIX" SUBROUTINE SIMQ

The Jacobian has been found to be singular. Response: Check for

an input error; the Jacobian is very rarely singular if the problem

has been correctly specified.
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I. Storage

The approximate storage requirements for MINEQL are given

below. The data are based on 8 bit bytes, 4 byte words, 1 word

variables for FORTRAN IV G-1 on an IBM 370/168. To change the

dimensions of the arrays only two major changes are necessary:

1) Change NXDIM and NYDIM in MAIN

2) Change all of the dimensions in all of the COMMON/VAR/

statements. This can be done conveniently with a TSO editor.

PASSIVE STORAGE

1. Thermodynamic Data Deck 1500 cards 120K

2. Source Program Deck 600 cards 48K

ACTIVE STORAGE

1. Object Program minus

Storage for arrays 18K

2. Storage for Arrays

a) 10 components 7K

100 species

b) 25 components 38K

300 species

c) 30 components 59K

2000 species

d) 35 components 84K

500 species

3. Auxilliary Subprograms 24K

Called by linkage editor

4. I/O Buffers 24K
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TOTAL CORE FOR EXECUTION:

COMPONENTS

10

25

30

35

SPECIES CORE

73K100

300

400

500

104K

125K

150K
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Table I

Description of Principle Variables

A(I,J) - the stoichiometric coefficient of component J in species I

C(I) - the concentration of species (I)

EPS - the tolerance in the convergence test (EPS = 10-4 is

a convenient value)

GC(I) - the log 1 0 of C(I)

GK(I) - the log 1 0 of the stability constant for species I

GX(J) - the log1 0 of X(J)

IDX(J) - the identification number of component J

IDY(I) - the identification number of species I

ITMAX - the maximum number of iterations allowed for a problem

(for a single case ITMAX = 40 is usually sufficient to

achieve convergence, if the problem is to converge at all)

ITER - the counter for number of iterations

NN(L) - the number of species of type L

NXDIM - the X (component) dimension of the arrays

NYDIM - the Y (species) dimension of the arrays

T(J) - analytical (total) concentration of component J

THRSH - threshold for percentage distribution output

(THRSH = 0.01, 1% is a convenient value)

X(J) - concentration of component J

XMU - ionic strength

Y(J) - the remainder in the mass balance equation for component J

Z(J,K) - the element of the Jacobian representing Y I/XK
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TABLE II

List of Components and

Identification Numbers

1 Ca +2 18 Ag+

2 Mg+2  19 Cr+ 3

3 Sr+ 2  20 Al+3

4 K 21 Cs

5 Na+ 22 Li

6 Fe+3  23 Be+2

7 Fe+2  24 Sc+ 3

8 Mn+ 2  25 TiO+ 2

9 Cu+ 2  26 Sn+ 2

10 Ba+ 2  27 Sn+4

11 Cd+ 2  28 La+3

12 Zn+ 2  29 Ce+ 3

13 N +2 30 Au

14 Hg+ 2  31 Th+4

15 Pb+ 2  32 UO2+2

16 Co+ 2  33 Cu+

17 Co+ 3  50 H

99 e
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101 CO3  120 TART 139 ALA

102 so 4-2 121 ENO 140 TYR

103 Cl 122 DIP* 141 MET

104 F~ 123 SUSAL-3 142 VAL

105 Br 124 GLY 1 143 THR

106 I 125 GLU-2 144 PHE

107 NH3  126 Pic 1 145 ISO

108 S2- 127 NTA-3 146 LEU

109 PO 128 EDTA 147 PRO

110 P2 0 74 129 DCTA 148 B(OH)4

111 P30105- 130 CYST 2  149 SO 3
2 -

112 SiO2 (OH)2
2  131 NOC- 3  150 SCN

113 S20 32- 132 PHTH 151 NH2 OH

114 CN~ 133 ARG~ 152 Moo

115 AC~ 134 ORN 153 WO42-

116 ACAC~ 135 LYS- 154 AsO43-

117 CIT~ 136 HIS- 155 HVO4

118 Ox1 137 ASP- 156 SeO32-

119 SAL-2  138 SER~ 157 NO3

158 TRIS
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AC

ACAC

CIT

Ox

SAL

TART

EN

DIP

SUSAL

GLY

GLUT

PIC

NTA

EDTA

DCTA

CYST

= acetate

= acetylacetone

= citrate

= oxalate

= salicylate

= tartrate

= enthylenediamine

= dipyridyl

= sulfosalicylate

= glycine

= glutamate

= picolinate

= nitrilotriacetate

= ethylenediamine-
tetraacetate

= 1,2-diaminocyclohexane
tetraacetate

= cysteine

NOC

PHTH

ARG

ORN

LYS

HIS

ASP

SER

ALA

TYR

MET

VAL

THR

PHE

ISO

LEU

PRO

TRIS
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*

= nocardamine

(desferri-ferrioxamine)

= phthalate

= arginine

= ornithine

lysine

= histidine

= aspartate

= serine

= alanine

= tyrosine

= methionine

= valine

= threonine

= phenylalanine

isoleucine

= leucine

= proline

tris(hydroxymethyl)-
aminomethane



Table III

Because of its length, Table III is included as computer output.
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ORGANIZATION OF INPUT

Description of Data

one group for components

IDXT, GXT, TT

Lblank card

one group for each type of species

LTYPE
IDYT,*GKT, *(IDX(J),IAT(J),J=1,4)

Format

(15,2X,F7.2,E7.2)

(15)
(15,2X,F7.2,4(I4,I3))

L blank card

one card to terminate all input

L blank card

+ See following page for description. Sample input data is given in Table V.
* Optional input. See text

-36,
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+ Description of Symbols

For each component a card where:

IDXT = component identification number

GXT = guess for the log1 0 of the concentration (molar)

of the free component

TT = analytical (total) concentration (molar) of the

component

For each species type to which species are to be assigned a

card where:

LTYPE = type of species

followed by a card for each species to be assigned to that type where:

IDYT = species identification

*GKT = log1 0 of formation constant for the species

*(IDXT(J), IAT(J), J = 1,4) = stoichiometry of the species:

IDXT = component identification number, and IAT = stoichiometric

coefficient of that component

* Optional Input. See text



Table V. Sample Input Data

-3.0
-3.0
-4.0
-7.0
-20.0
-20.0
-6.0
-3.0
-3.0
-10.0
-12.0

21.5
12.0

1 .OOE-3
1.OOE-3
1 .02E-4
1 .02E-4
1 .OOE-6
0.OOE-6
1 .OOE-4
1.OOE-3
2.OOE-3
1.OOE-6
0.OOE-6

For a solution of the following composition

MgSO
4

CaCl
2

NaHCO
3

FeCl
3

Na2EDTA

under the following

10- 3M

l0-3M

10~ 4M

10-6M

10-6M

conditions:

1. The solution is in equilibrium with atmospheric C02

2. pe fixed at 12; the redox reaction Fe III/FeII is to be considered

3. The solid phase Fe(OH) 3 is presumed to be present

4. The solid phase CaCO is not to be considered (because of un-
favorable kinetics, ?or instance).
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01
02
05
50
06
07

101
102
103
128
099

03
25000
00099

04
20310

06
20000



Table VI. Job Control Language

for MINEQL at M.I.T.

// 'USE
/*MITID
/*MAIN
// EXEC
//C.SYSIN

RID'

LINES=4
FORCLG
DD *,DCB=BLKSIZE=2000

INSERT MAIN HERE

/*
//L.SYSIN
//G.FT10FOOl
//G.FT11Fl001
//G.SYSIN

DD
DD
DD
DD

DSN=U.Ml0924.Pll428.MINI.OBJ,DISP=SHRLABEL=(,,,IN)
DSN=U.M10924.PI1428.THRM.DATADISP=SHRLABEL=(,,,IN)
DSN=U.M10924,PI1428.IONC.DATADISP=SHR,LABEL=(,,,IN)
*,DCB=BLKSIZE=2000

INSERT PROBLEM DATA HERE

1*
//
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Table VII. Redox Reactions

Redox reactions: log K I.D.

Fe3+ + e- = Fe 13.2 15000

Co3+ + e- = Co2+ 31.6 15010

4+ - 2+
Sn + 2e = Sn -5.1 15020

Cu2+ + e- = Cu 2.7 15030

SO + 8e + 8H = S + 4H20 20.0 150404 2

Cu2+ + 2e = Cu (s) 11.4 21510

Hg2+ + 2e = Hg (s) 28.7 21520

S - 2e = S0 (s) 16.2 21530

Fe2+ + 2S - 2e = FeS2 (s) 45.3 21450

3Fe + e + 4H20 =Fe 304(s) + 8+ 6.4 21460

Mn2+ + 2H20 - 2e = MnO2 (s) + 4H+ -42.0 21470

3Mn2+ + 4H20 - 2e = Mn3 0 4(s) + 8H+ -61.7 21480

Mn2+ + 2H2 0 - e = MnOOH(s) + 3H+ -25.7 21490

Pb2+ + 2H2 0 - 2e = PbO 2(s) + 4H + -49.2 21500

2Cr3+ + 7H 20 - 6e = Cr2072- + 14H+ -135.2 13600

Cr3+ + 4H20 - 3e = HCrO 4 + 7H+ -68.4 13610

Cr3+ + 4H20 - 3e= Cr4 + 8H+ -74.9 13620

2Hg2+ + 2e- = Hg22+ 30.7 13630
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of MAIN*

SUBROUTINE

NAME

INPUT

INION
IONCOR

OINCMP

OINSPC

SOLID

SOLVE

SOLIDX

OUTCMP
OUTSPC

FLOW
CHART

initialize

input

ionic
strength

print input
data

modify for
solids

solve for
soluble species

un-modify
for solids

precipitate
yes dissolve?

no

output
solved
problem

PRINCIPLE VARIABLES
INVOLVED

ITMAX, EPS, THRSH, ITER, XMU

X, GX, T A, GX ;NN

GK

X, GX, T; A, GK

A, GK, T

C, GC; X, GX Y,Z

C, GC, X, GX; A, GK, T; NN

X, GX, T,

C, GC, GK, A
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* Listing of MAIN

00010 C MAIN
00020 COMMON/PARM/NXDIMNYDIMITMAXITEREPSNN(6),NNN
00030 COMMON/VAR/GX(30),X(30),T(30),Y(30),Z(30,30),
00040 1C(400),GC(400),GK(400),A(400,30),IDX(30),IDY(400)
00050 C
00060 NYDIM=400
00070 NXDIM=30
00080 ITMAX=30
00090 EPS=1.E-4
00100 ITER=0
00110 THRSH=.01
00120 XMU=0.5
00130 C
00140 CALL INPUT
00150 CALL INION
00160 CALL IONCOR(XMU)
00180 CALL OINCMP
00190 CALL OINSPC
00200 10 CONTINUE
00210 CALL SOLID
00220 CALL SOLVE
00230 CALL SOLIDX(K)
00240 F (K.NE.0) GO TO 10
00250 CALL OUTCMP
00260 CALL OUTSPC
00270 CALL OUTPC(THRSH)
00280 STOP
00290 END
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of Species Type Specification

enter

no

more read more
type type species
data? yes data data?

no yes

return read
IDYT, GKT,

stoichiometry STOP

no

assign GK < specifiedn
ids catecdy

no0..

~~~~~assignGKseiidnw

species to
indicated type
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Appendix 1

Mathematical Description

1. Basic Problem (aqueous phase only, no solid phases)

1.1 General Description of Problem

1.2 Computation of Complexes

1.3 Computation of Mass Balance Equations

1.4 Computation of Jacobian

1.5 Iteration by the Newton Raphson Method

1.5.1 Application to Matrix Equations

1.5.2 Avoidance of Convergence to Negative Solutions

1.6 Convergence Test

1.7 Summary

2. Transformation of Basis

2.1 Transformation of C

2.2 Transformation of Y

2.3 Computation of Mass Balance for new constituent

2.4 Formulation of Transformation

3. Computation of Solids

3.1. One Solid Phase

3.1.1 Modification of C

3.1.2 Modification of Y

3.1.3 Solution for Amount of Solid
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3.2 Multiple Solid Phases

3.2.1 Review

3.2.2 One Solid Phase

3.2.3 Condensed Notation

3.2.4 Condensed Notation: One Solid Phase

3.2.5 Condensed Notation: Two Solid 1 hases

3.2.6 Many Solid Phases

* Corresponds to Subroutine SOLVE

Corresponds to Subroutine SOLID and SOLIDX
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1.1 General Description of the Problem

The problem of chemical equilibrium in an aqueous system can be

described in mathematical terms as the set of equations

C. =K. n X. a(ij)

j=l a

for i=l,m

MY= T a(i,j) C. - T
J i=l '

for j = 1,n

for which the solution is the set {X.: j=l,n} such that{Y.: j=l,n} =
J J

{O} given {K., a(ij), T.: j=l,n, i=1,m}. The significance of
1 J

X,Y,K,a & T will be discussed below.

The solution to the problem is found by making an initial guess

for the {X.} and iterating by the multidimentional Newton Raphson

method to the root of the equation. The method converges over a wide

range of initial guesses.

1.2 Computation of Complexes

C. =K n a(ij)
I i . i

J=l

C is the concentration of the complex of stoichiometry

1 na(i,l) a(in)

K is the stability constant of the complex C.

X is the concentration of component C.
j iJ

a(i,j) is the stoichiometric coefficient of X. in C.
J 1
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1.3 Computation of Mass Balance Equation

m
Y. = E a(i,j) (C.) - T.

J

T.
J

Y.
J

i=l J

is the total analytical concentration of component j

is the difference between the imposed total analytical

concentration of component j (T.), and the amount of
J

component j in all of the complexes as computed from t

X 's. The solution to the problem is, of course, the
j
set of X.'s such that all Y.'s = 0.

J J

1.4 Computation of the Jacobian

m
Z(j,k) = E a(i,j) a(i,k) C /Xk

Z (jk) is

It

DY. m

3Xk i=1

(1)
-.
C.

DC.
(2) ( C

Xk

i=1

the element of the Jacobian representing (9Y /@X k

is derived as follows:

DY. DC.
I ) ( )3C Xk

) a(i,j)

n
) (a(i,k))X K. II X

k 1

a(i,k) ( Xa(i,k) a(i,)
= (K. XH X
Xk i9k=1

9,ik
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C.
= a(i, k) X

Xk

aY. m
(J) = z a(i,j) a(i,k) C /XX . i k

k i=l 1

1.5 Iteration with the Newton Raphson Method

The Newton Raphson method for the determination of the root of

the equation

y(x) 0

yields the following iterative formula for the N + 1 iteration for x,

dy th
given the value of x and dx at the N iteration

dx

XN+l= N -yN j(dyt 1-1

1.5.1 Application to matrix equations

In order to avoid matrix inversion the equation above is modified

to:

N Kdy (xN N+l

y= -- (x - x )dx 
N

L x

and the matrix equation

-N =N -N -N+l
Y =Z(X -X )

(where Z is the Jacobian of Y with respect to X) is solved for

-N -N+l
(X - X ) by Gaussian elimination. Then

-N+l -N -N -N+l
X = X - (X - X )
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1.5.2 Avoidance of Negative Convergence

N+l N N N+l
If for some X., X. = X - (X. - X. ) < 0

J J J J J

(i.e. the equation begins to converge to a physically meaningless

N+l N
negative solution), X. is set to X. /10.

1.6 Test for Convergence

In theory, the system of equations

n
n= K I X a(i,j)

i l ,m
m

Y = a(ij) C. - T.
3 i=l ' J

j = l,n

is "solved" when the set {X.: j=l,n} is found such that
J

{Y.: j=l,n} - 0. In practice some criterion must be established such
J

that when, by iteration, each Y. becomes sufficiently close to zero,

the system of equations is said to be "solved". Since each Y. is the

sum of terms which vary widely in order of magnitude, the convergence

criterion is chosen to reflect the magnitude of Y. relative to the
J

maximum of the terms of which Y. is the sum. Thus, the criterion for
J

convergence is

Y.

max(Y) < for j=l,n

where max(Y.) is the maximum of the absolute values of the set of terms
I

{(a(i,j) C.), i=1,m; T.} of which Y. is the sum.
1 J J
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In the case where a(i,j) > 0 for all i,j, max(Y.) is clearly
J

equal to T., and the convergence criterion
J

Y.

max(Y.)
< S

has the physical interpretation that all of element j within c x 100%

can be accounted for; in cases where some a(i,j) < 0 (as is often

encountered when solid phases are present, see Appendix 1)

this physical interpretation is no longer valid, but the criterion

for convergence certainly is,

1.7 Summary

The problem can be visualized in the following way

X X i X
n

C a K

C. a. . K.
1,J 1

a K
m m,m m
- w

T.
I

T
n
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1. The C 's are a function of the X.is
I J

C. = K.
I I

n
IT a (i j)X. I=1,m or C = f(X ,..X

J

2. The Y.'s are a function of the C.'s
J 1

m
Y. = E a(i,j) C. - T.: j=l,n

i . 1 j or Y = g(C Cm)

3. Then Y is a composite function of X.

Y = g(f(x))

or

Y, Y 1(X , ... N

Y N = N(X ,... XN)

4. Then the Jacobian of Y with respect to X is

(

3X 1 )

)
Y
XN

)

5. And the value of XN+1 (at the N+1 iteration) is found from the

solution (by Gaussian elimination) to the matrix equation

N

Y
n

I t DY
X

X1N XN+1

N N+1
X X

n n

-N
X

IN
aY

-N

--51-
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2. Transformation of Basis

In order to improve the efficiency of computation, the basis

{X ,...,X I can be transformed such that the resulting Z matrix
1n

appraoches a diagonal matrix. This transformation is carried out

by substitution of one of the C., say C.., for one of the X., say

X.., in the basis. C.. then becomes basis element X .
331J n+l

2.1 Transformation of C.'s
1

In the basic problem

n
K. n a(i,j)C. = K. H X.aij

j=1

Now solve for X.. in terms of C.., and substitute this expression

for X.. in the C.'s.
jj I

a) Separate terms in C..

n n
=K.. a(ii,j) = K.. E X a(ii,j) a(ii,jj)

C 11 . K 11 . X..
j ~j #I jl

b) Solve for X..
1-3

aa(ii,jj)
X.. = C.. a(iijj) L.. X. a(ii,j)

JJ 11 il .I

jfjj

c) Substitute for X.. in the expressions for the C. 's.

a(i,jj)
rni~j)n -

= K I Xa(ij) a(ii,jj) K Xa(ii,j) a(ii,jj 1

j=1 j=1

jfjj jj
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2.2 Transformation of the Y.'s

In the basic problem

m
Y. = E a(i,j) C. - T.

3 i=l 1 J

Now solve the equation Y = 0 for C.,. and substitute the expression

for C.. into the other Y.'s.
11 3

a) Separate terms in Y.. = 0
JJ

m
Y = E a(i,jj) C. + a(ii,jj)C.. - T = 0

ifii

b) Solve for C..

m
C.. = -( E a(i,jj)C. - T. .)/a(iijj)

i=l
iiii

c) Substitute for C.,. in the expressions for the Y.'s

m a(ii,) m
Y. = E a(i,j)C. - T. - [E.. .. ( I a(i,jj)C. -T..)]
I i I a(ii,jj) i i

j'jj ifii ifii

2.3 Computation of Mass Balance for C i X
ii n+l

In the place of Y.. (which is now trivial), a new Y which is
33 n+l

based on the new basis element, C.. E X +, must be computed:

Y.. m . .T..
Y = j = a(i,jj) C +C

n+1 a(ii,jj) 1 a(ii,jj) i ii a(ii,jj)
i=1
ifiii
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2.4 Formulation of Transformation

When the expressions of 2.1(c), 2.2(c) and 2.3 are rearranged,

a similarity is seen which suggests a simple formula for the modi-

fication of the a , T, and K matrices.

eqn. 2.1(c)

- a(ii,jj)

C. =K. K.. a(ii,jj)
1 1 11

.. a(ii,j) a(i,jj)n (a( ) i,j) a(ijj)
-HI X. ai,3

j=l 3
j #j j

a(i,jj)
- C.a(ii,jj)

eqn. 2.2(c)

m
Yi - a(ii,j) a(i,jj)_Y = E (a( ,) a(iijj) .

j3j ifii

- ( T. - a(ii,j) T..)
j a(ii,jj) jj

eqn. 2.3
m . .T..
n a(ij) C - i

n+l . a(ii,jj) i a(ii,jj)
i=1
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Now consider the following transformation

New Old

, )a(i,j) - a(ii,j) a(i,jj)
a(ii,jj)

T. 'T a(ii,j) T
Ij a(ii,jj) jj

K.
I

and for the new basis element

a'(i,n+l)

Tn
n+1

- a(i,jj)
i ii a(ii,jj)

x =c.
n+l ii

a(i,jj)
a(ii,jj)

T..
i -

a(ii,jj)

Then equations 2.1(c), 2.2(c) and 2.3 now read, in terms of the trans-

formed variables,

C.

i=l,m

n+1
=1K.' TI

1 .
S.=1
j #j

X.a (ij)
J

m
Y = E a'(i,j) C. - T'

. 9. i=1

j=l,n+l

The above two equations are of course similar in form to the

equations for the basic problem discussed in section I. Then it can

be shown by induction that these transformations can be carried out

successively any number of times.
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3. Computation of Solids

The method for computing chemical equilibrium in the presence

of solid phases will be shown as follows: Computation where one

solid phase is present, introduction of a generalized notation, com-

putation for two solid phases, and extension to an arbitrary number

of solid phases.

Again we will denote the solid phase as C. . (where C the

activity of the solid phase 7 1), the amount of solid present as S

and will eliminate basis element X.. as the constraint C.. = 1 is
JJ ii

put on the system.

3.1 One Solid Phase

3.1.1 Eliminate X. . via solid C.
11 3i

In the basic problem

C = K. H Xa(i,j)
I I .~ j

Now since solid C.. exists
ii

n
1 = C.. = K H a(ii,j) = K IIX. a(i,j) X..a(ii,jj)

j=1
j #j j

Solve for X..

n ..a(iij a(ii,jj)
X.. K.. 1 X.
JJ 1 11 j=l j

L jfjj
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and substitute into the C.'s

= K. a(i,j) K K X.a(iij) C K . K ii . J
j=1 J=1
jijj jAjj

or rearranging terms (compare Section 2

C. = K. - K..i 1 11

-a(i,jj) n
a(ii,jj) R X.

j=1

jAji

- a(ijj)
a(ii,jj)

.4)

a(ij) a(ii,j) a(i,jj)
a(ii,jj)

3.1.2 Eliminate Y.. via C..
jj 11

In the basic problem

m
Y. = a(i,j) C. - T.

J i=1 1 J

Now, since there exists an amount of solid S.. then

m
Y = E a(i,j)C. + a(ii,j)S - T

J i=1 ii j

and in specific for Y..,

m
Y.. = E a(ijj)C. + a(ii,jj)S.. - T.

i=1 1 J
ifii

Set Y.. = 0 and solve for S..
JJ 11

m
S..= -( Z a(i,jj)C. - T..)/a(ii,jj)

if ii
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Substitute S.. into the Y.'s
11 1

m
Y = Z a(i,j)C. - T.

1 =1 ' J
i#ii

m
- a(iij) ( E a(i,jj) C. - T. . }/a(ii,jj)

i=l 1 J
ifii

And rearranging terms (compare Section 2.4)

Y. = E ( a(ij) - a(ii,j) a(ijj))C - (T. - a(ii,j)
3 a(ii,jj) a(ii,jj) jj

i#ii

Now all of the Y. 's are independent of S
3 1

jfjj

The problem has been reduced to an

(n-I x n -1) problem in X and Y and a

( 1 x 1 ) problem in S and Y.

3.1.3 Solution for S..
II

After the (n-1 x n-1) problem has been solved for X, C can be

computed and S.. is readily found from

m

S = -( Z a(i,jj)C. - T. .)/a(ii,jj)
i=l 1 33
iiii

3.2 Solution for Numerous Solid Phases

The solution for numerous solid phases is simply an extension of

that for one solid phase. With the computation of each solid phase

the matrices are transformed successively, each time as before.
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3.2.1 Review

To review, in the basic problem (no solids) a solution to the

following set of equations was found:

m
Y. = Z a(ij) C. - T

S i=l 1 3

where
n

n= K. Xa(i,j)

3.2.2 One Solid Phase

In the case of one solid phase the set of equations below

(n-l x n-1, 1 x 1) was solved;

m a ii,j) a(iijj)
= iEl (a(ij) - a(ii,jj) )

i#ii

- a(ijj) n

= K. - K. a(ii,jj) H
1 1 x.

J I-j =j j

C -(T. - a(ii,j ) T..)
i j a(ii,jj) jJ

a(ij) - a(iij) a(ijj)
a(ii,jj)

and
m

S..= -( E a(i,jj) C. - T..)/a(ii,jj)]
i=o

3.2.3 Notation

For the case of many solids, it is necessary to introduce a new

condensed notation:
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for no solids:

new

a*(i,j)

T* 0

K.
i

old

= a(i,j)

= T

= K.

for one solid

a' (i,j)

T.

K.'

= a*(i,j) -
a*(ii',j) a*(i,jj')

a*(ii',jj')

-T. 0 a*(ii',j) T. .0
J a*(ii',jj') ii

= K 0 a*(ijj') K. 0
i .a.(ii,jj, 11

and in general

a (i,j) = a (ij) -

T 9+1

1

K. Z+
I

a (ii ,j) a (i,jj )
a .. i+1 .. + )

a (ii , jj )

T. a (ii j) -,
= 9, 9,+' T

a (ii , ji ) ii

9, a (i,jj )K
= K -, KZl + 9+

a (ii , 33 ) ii

where in every case (1,2,...9,+l ...) solid S.. +l, C and
11 i9

element Y + are considered in defining a

9a, 9 , 9
a , K , and T.

basis

+1 , K +1 T9+1 in terms of
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3.2.4 Condensed Notation: One Solid

Then the set of equations in part 3.2.2 (one solid) can be

written in the new notation;

Y.
. J .
j #j

m
= E a'(i,j) C. - T.1
i=l1
ifii'

where

C.
1

.i.i.

n
=-K.' II

i .

3=1j

X.a'(i,j)
j

m
S..' =-( Z a*(i,jj') C. - T

11 . -.1=1

(n-1 x n-1)

0)/ a*(ii',jj')

ii
i#ii

3.2.5 Condensed Notation: Two Solids

The argument used in Section 3.1 can be used to consider two

solids

Y.
J
1 2

yfjj ,jj

where

C.
1
1 2

ifii ,ii

m

i=l
1 2

2 n
K. TI

1 j.
S1

.j..j

2 2
a (i,j) C. - T.

1 J

2
(i,j)X.

,J

(n-2 x n-2)

and



m
S 2-(

=1
12

Si
11

1 2 2 1 2 2
a (i,jj ) C - T1 / 2(i , 2j

jj2/a(i j

m 1
E a*(i,jj ) C -T

1=-I-

i#il

1 a1)1 a*(ii ,jj )
JJ

(2 x 2)

Note that in the expression for S , the summation over i does not

2 1i
exclude ii ; thus C 2 in the summation is equivalent to S 2' or,

ii

S. .
11

E
i=1

11 2
ifii ,1i

1. 2 2 1
a*(ijj ) C + a*(ii ,jj )S 2 - T 1/a*(ii ,j1 1

ii j a

3.3.6 General Expression for Solids

It is now possible to write the general expression for an

arbitrary number of solids ns.

m
ns ns

Y= a (i,j)C. - T.
i3l1 3

.. (1, ,..nss
3/33 .. (1...ns

where

C.

( ,.ns)iffi''

nns
=-K. II

1 j=

J .J(1,...ns)

ns . .

J

(n-ns x n-ns)

and
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ii
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n

i=i
* . (.Z.. .1)

i#1'

a (ij C. T k-1)/a Pi(iiz,jj)P

(ns x ns)
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Appendix 2

Example of a Chemical Equilibrium Problem

A very simple problem will be solved in order to demonstrate the

principles on which MINEQL functions. The chemical approach to the

problem is emphasized.

The equilibrium composition of a solution to which 10-3 moles/liter

of CaCO3 has been added is to be determined. The aqueous phase and

two possible solid phases will be considered, but the gas phase will

not. The species to be considered in this computation and their

respective stability constants are given in Table I. A schematic

presentation of these data, similar to their representation in MINEQL,

. 2+ + 2-
is given in Figure 1. The entities Ca , H , and CO have been

3

chosen as components; every species can be written as a linear combina--

tion of these components. It is assumed initially that no solid phases

are present. The solubility of each of the possible solids will be

tested after the equilibrium speciation for the soluble species has

been computed.

An initial uneducated guess for [Ca 2+], [H], and [CO 3 2-] is made:

2+0* -3
[Ca ] = 10

+ * -10
[H ] = 10

[CO 3  ] = 10

and the concentration of each of the complexes is calculated:

[Ca 2+] [Ca 2+10 = 10-3.0

+ + 0.0 10.0
[H ] =[H+] - 10 10~

2- 2- 0 0 -4.0[CO 3 ] [CO0 3 ] -l0 =10
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[CaCO 3] = [Ca2+1 [CO 2-- 103.0 = 10-4.0

[CaHCO 3 ] = [Ca 2+] [H+] [CO3 2-] - 1011.6 = 10-5.4

[CaOH] = [Ca 2+] [H ] 1 - 10-12.2 = 10-5.2

[HCO3 ] = [H+] [CO3
2-] - 1010.2 = 10-3.8

[H2 Co ] = [H+] 2 [CO3
2 -] - 1016.5 = 10-6.5

- +-l 14.0 -4.0
[OH] = [H+]- - 10- = 10

2+ + 2-
The "calculated analytical concentrations" of Ca , H , and CO3

as determined from the concentration of complexes is then computed:

[Ca2+ Tcalc = [Ca 2+] + [CaCO3] + [CaHCO3] + [CaOH+] 1.11 X 10-

[H+] Tcalc = [H+] + [CaHCO 3+] - [CaOH+] + [HCO 3 ] + 2[H2C03 ] - [OH]

= 5.62 x 105

2- *ac2
[CO3 2- calc = [CO3 2-] + [CaCO3] + [CaHCO3 +] + [HCO 3 ~] + [H2 C0 3

= 3.62 x 10~4

Then the difference function between the imposed analytical concentration

[x] and the calculated [x]Tcalc is evaluated:

YCa2+ = [Ca 2 + calc - Ca 2+ = 1.10 x 10 4

Y + + calc - [H+]T = 5.62 x 10-5

YCO 2- = [CO32- calc - [CO3 T = 6.37 x 10-4

C3
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According to the Newton-Raphson Method, the difference functions

(Y's) and their derivatives may be used to find improved values for

[Ca 2+], [H ], and [CO3  ], such that the calculated analytical con-

centrations, [x]Tcal , more closely approach the imposed analytical

2+ +
concentrations, [x] If the initial guesses for Ca , H , CO 32- are

denoted by [x] and the improved values by [x] cal, the Newton-Raphson

Method for this case yields the three simultaneous equations:

2+ 2+DCa 2+2+0 2+ calc D Ca 2 + 0 + calc
1.2+ ([Ca * -[Ca ] + + ([H] - [H ]

D[Ca ] [H +

2+
+ 3Ca 2- [CO32- 0 - [CO32- calc 2+

3[C+ 3 2- ( 3  
Ca 2+

3+ +3H+ 2+ 0 2+ calc a H + +0 + calc
2. 2+ ([Ca * -[Ca I )+ ([H] - [H a

D[Ca2+] [H ]

3Y+
+ H 2- (C32- * [C32- calc _

[Co3  ] H

DY 2- 2
D 3 2 -2+ 2+ calc D 3 2 - + 0 + calc

3. 2+ ([Ca -[Ca+ I ) + 3 [H ]-[H
D[Ca ] 3[H

CO 2- 2cl

+ C03 2- [CO3  * - [CO3 2- calc 2-
9[C03 ] CO3
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The derivatives are readily calculated:

[CaCO3] [CaHCO +]

1+ 2+ + 2+
[Ca ] [Ca

[CaHCO ]
_H3+]

[H ]3

[CaCO 3]

2-
[CO3 ]

[CaOH ]

+ 2+
[Ca]

[CaOH]
[O+ -2.33 X 104

[H ]

[CaHCO
3+] 1

+ -2- 1.04

[CO3 ]

[CaHCO 3+]

[Ca+

[CaHCO3 +]

=1+ +
[H+]

= 2.67 x 106

[CaOH+]

[Ca+

[CaOH ]

+ +
[H ]

-2.33 x 10-3

[HCO3 ] +
+ + +
[H ]

4[H2Co3*] [OH

+ + +
[H ] [H ]

[HCO3 ] 2[H2C03*]

+ 2- + 2- = 1.63
[GO3

2 ] [ =136

[CaHCO3 +

+ 2+ 1
[Ca ]

[HCO3 ]
+
[H ]

[CaCO 3] [CaHCO3 +]

+ 2- + 2-
[CO 3 ] [CO3

0.104

2[H
2C03 ]+ + 

=[H]

[HCO3 ]
+ O2-]

[CO 3

6
1.63 x 10

[H2CO3
+ 2- = 3.62

[CO3 3
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Ca2+

D[Ca 2+]

2+
Ca

+[H+]

[Ca2+

3[CO 3 ]-

+
H

[Ca2]

+
[H ]

[CaHCO3 +]

2-
[CO3 ]

[CaCO 2 ]

2+
[Ca ]

[CaHCO 3+]

+
[H ]

H+
H

S[CO3 2 ]

Co32-

2+
D[Ca ]

Co32-

+
[H+]

CO3
2 -

2-
D[Co3 ]



Then the system of simultaneous equations

1.11 x1  - 2.33 x 104 x2 + 10.4 x3 = 1.10 x 10~4

-2.33 x 10 x + 2.67 x 106 x2 + 1.62 x3 = 5.62 x lo-5

0.104 x + 1.63 x 106 x2 + 3.62 x3 = 6.37 x 10~4

is solved for x1 , x2, and x3 where

xl + [Ca 2+1 - [Ca 2+1 = 3.54 x 10

+0* + calc-1
x2 + [H ] - [H ] = 1.83 x 10-10

2- 0 2- caic -4
x + [CO3  ] - [CO3  ] = 2.68 x 10

2+0* +0 2-*
Then the known values for [Ca ] , [H ] , and [CO3  ] are substituted

in the equations above and

[Ca2+ ]calc = 6.45 x 10 4

[H+ calc = -8.33 x 10~4

[CO 32- calc = 3.68 x 10-4

It is seen that the new value for [H Ialc < 0; this is physically

meaningless. Therefore, by use of an empirical algorithm, [H ]calc

+ calc + 0is set to [H ] = [H ] /10, and the iterative process is resumed

with the values [Ca2+ = 6.45 x 10 4

[H+] =10

[C03 ] = 3.68 x 10-4

This iterative process is carried out six times until the value of each

difference function is small compared to the terms in the difference

function. (The actual convergence criterion is that Y divided by the

maximum of individual terms in Y is less than E; here c = 10~4 ).
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= [Ca2+ calc - [Ca2+

= [Ca]2+ + [CaCO3] + [CaHCO 3 ] + [CaOHl] - [Ca 2+T

= 6.87 x 10~4 + 2.97 x 10~4 + 4.58 x 10-6 + 1.12 x 10-5 - 10 3

= -2.29 x 10-10

= [H ]Tcalc - [H+

= [H ] + [CaHCO 3 - [CaOH I + [HCO3 ] + 2[H2CO3*] [OH-] - [H T

= 3.87 x 10 4 + 4.58 x 10 - 1.12 x 10-5 + 2.65 x 10~4 + 4.09 x 10-8

- 2.59 x 10 - 0

- 4.07 x 10-10

Y 2_= [CO 32- calc

U 3

- [C03
2-T

= [CO3
2 -] + [CaCO 3] + [CaHC0 3 ] + [HCO3 ] + [H 2 CO 3 *] - [C03

2-T

= 4.33 x 10~4 + 2.97 x 10~4 + 4.58 x 10-6 + 2.65 x 10~ 4

+ 2.05 x 10- 8 - 10 3

- -2.02 x 10 10

The full solution to this problem is given in the first column of

Table II.

Now it is necessary to compute the solubility of the solid phases:

Ca(OH)2 (s) [Ca 2+] [H]-2 * 10-21.9 = 10-4.24

(s) [Ca 2+] [CO3] = 10+1.78
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It is seen that the solubility product of CaCO3 (s) is exceeded,

i.e. [Ca 2+ [CO3 2- K > 1; the problem must be modified according to

the description given in Appendix I to include the solid phase

CaCO3 (s). The schematic representation of the "modified" problem is

given in Figure 2. Note that by modification the basis element CO3 2-

has effectively been eliminated from the computation; now the computation

includes only Ca2+ and H .

The previously calculated values for [Ca 2+] and [H ] are used as

initial guesses, and the modified problem is solved as before for the

soluble species. The computation converges after five iterations, and

the results are given in Table II. The amount of CaCO3 (s) is cal-

culated from

[C03
2-]T = [C03

2-] + [CaCO3] + [CaHCO 3+] + [HCO3 ] + [H2C03*]

+ CaCO3 (s).

CaCO3 (s) is found to be 8.73 x 104 ; this is checked to insure that

it is greater than 0.

The solubility of Ca(OH)2 (s) is then checked:

[Ca 2+] [H+ -1 10 6.00<1

and found to be soluble.

The problem is solved.
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Data

Calcium Carbonate Problem

C2+ H+ C02-
2+Ca 2+H +CO 3 - log K

+
1. Ca 1 0 0 0.0

2. H 0 1 0 0.0

3. CO 3
2  0 0 1 0.0

4. CaCO3 (aq) 1 0 1 3.0

5. CaHCO3 1 1 1 11.6

6. CaOH+ 1 -1 0 -12.2

7. HCO3  0 1 1 10.2

8. H2C0 3  0 2 1 16.5

9. OH 0 -l 0 -14.0

10. Ca(OH)2 (s) 1 -2 0 -21.9

11. CaCO3 (s) 1 0 1 8.3

3- [Ca 2+] [TH+] [CO 32-T

10 3 0 10-3

The analytical concentrations according to this representation are

[Ca 2+T = 10-3, [H ]T = 0, [CO3 2T = 10-3



Figure 2 Schematic Representation of Data for

Calcium Carbonate Problem: Modified

1. Ca2+

2. H

3. CO3
2 -

4. CaCO 3

5. CaHCO
3

6. CaOH+

7. HCO 3

8. H2CO 3

9. OH

10. Ca(OH)2 (s)

11. CaCO3 (s)

Ca 2+

1

0

-l

0

0

l

-l

0

1

1

[Ca 2+ 1T

0.0

H

0

1

0

0

1

-l

2

-1

-2

0

for CaCO3(s)

log K 1

0.0

0.0

-8.3

-5.3

3.3

-12.2

1.9

8.2

-14.0.

-21.9

8.3

[H+]T

0.0
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TABLE I Species Considered in

Carbonate Problem

1. Ca 2+

2. H+

3. CO32-

4. CaCO
3

5. (CaHCO3 ) +

6. (CaOH)+

7. HCO
3

8. H2CO 3

9. OH

10. Ca(OH)2 (s)

11. CaCO3 (s)

[Ca 2+] [CO3 2-]K = [CaCO3]

[Ca2+] [He] [CO3 2- ]K = [CaHCO 3 ]

[Ca2+ [H-K = [CaOH ]

[H+] [CO3
2 -]K = [HCO3 ]

[H ]2 [CO 3 2+]K = [H2C03*]

[H+] 1 K = [OH-]

[Ca 2+] [H+ ]-2 K [Ca(OH)2 (s)]

[Ca 2+] [CO32-]K = [CaCO3 (s)]

log K = 3.0

log K = 11.6

log K = -12.2

log K = 10.2

log K = 16.5

log K = -14.0

log K = -21.9

log K = 8.3

The following conditions are assumed: temperature = 25*C,

ionic strength 0 = 0, concentration = activity
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TABLE II Solution of the

Calcium Carbonate Problem

Species

Ca2+

H+

CO 3
2-

CaCO
3

CaHCO3+

CaOH+

HCO
3

H 2CO 3

OH

CaCO 3 (s)

Ca(OH)2(s)

Solution
no solid
phases
-log[x]

1

3.16

10.41

3.36

3.53

5.34

4.95

3.58

7.69

3.59

Solution 2
CaCO3 (s)
present
-log[x]

3.91

9.91

4.38

5.30

6.61

6.21

4.09

7.70

4.09

3.13
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Appendix 3

*
Description of Subroutines

1. SUBROUTINE ERROR

2. SUBROUTINE EXCOL

ENTRY EXROW

3. FUNCTION IADY

ENTRY IADX

4. SUBROUTINE INION

ENTRY IONCOR

5. SUBROUTINE INPUT

ENTRY INTYPE

6. SUBROUTINE OUTPUT

ENTRY OINCMP

ENTRY OINSPC

ENTRY OUTCMP

ENTRY OUTSPC

ENTRY OUTPC

7. SUBROUTINE SIMQ

8. SUBROUTINE SOLID

9. SUBROUTINE SOLIDX

10. SUBROUTINE SOLVE

* This section of the report is useful only when a listing of the program

is at hand. Because of its length, the program has not been included

as part of the text, but it should be available as computer output.
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1. SUBROUTINE ERROR(I)

This subroutine prints error message I, prints output data

(OUTCMP, OUTSPC) and terminates execution. Description of the error

messages is found in the MINEQL User's Manual.

2. SUBROUTINE EXCOL (JO,JJ), EXROW (IO,I)

EXCOL exchanges columns in the IDX, A, X, GX and T arrays; EXROW

exchanges rows in the IDY, A, and K arrays.

3. FUNCTION IADY(IDY), ENTRY IADX(IDX)

IADY finds the address (storage location) of species IDY in the K

array; if species IDY cannot be found, an error message is issued and

execution is terminated. IADX finds the address of component IDX in

the X, GX, and T arrays; if component IDX cannot be found, an error

message is issued and execution is terminated.

4. SUBROUTINE INION, ENTRY IONCOR

IONCOR periForms ionic strength correction according to the Davies (14)

approximation. INION reads the ionic charge data and initializes the

variables for IONCOR.

Mathematical Treatment: The Davies approximation for the activity

coefficient f of an ion in a medium of ionic strength p is

2 1/2
log f = Z F T ( 1/2 - 0.2p)

1 + 1/

where:

Z = ionic charge

c = dielectric constant of solution

T = temperature

p = ionic strength, is defined by:
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1 2
1 = Z. C. i: all species in solution
2i i

where:

Z = ionic charge of species i

C. = concentration of species i

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant K for a reaction

a X + ... + a X = C
1 1 n n

where X. = reactant
I

a. = stoichiometric coefficient of X.
I J

is defined by

{ }al ... _X }an - K = {C}1 n

where { I represents activity. This can also be written

[X ]al f al ... [X ]an f an - K = [C]f1 1 n n c

where [ ] represents concentration and f the activity coefficient.

Upon rearrangement,

[X ]al ... [X ]an . f a1  f an K = [C]

f
c

Then we can define a constant "corrected for ionic strength"

K' f al fan K
1 n

f
c

Using the fact that Z = a. Z. and the expression for log f given
c j J j

above, we can express the corrected constant

2 2 1/2
log K' = [? a. Z. - (Fa. Z.)] - T( 1/2 - 0.2p)

J J J j J+1+ 2

+ log K
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Description of INION and IONCOR:

INION initializes GFO = 0, XU = 0, and reads the data for ionic

charge IO4Z(J). See below for a description of program variables in

terms of the previously defined mathematical variables.

IONCOR sets ET = 0.5 (valid for water at 25*C) and computes GF

for the new ionic strength. The difference between the ionic strength

functions for the new and the old ionic strengths is computed,

DGF = GF - GF0, and this difference is used to compute the GK's for the

new ionic strength relative to the GK's for the old ionic strength.

IONCOR prints the value of the ionic strength XMU, and the log f for an

ion with Z = 1.

To mike ionic strength corrections in MINEQL, INION is called

first and only one time; IONCOR (XMU) can then be called any number of

times with any desired ionic strength XMU.

Description of Variables
1/22

CFGFO: E T ( -- 1/2 - 0.2) = log f/Z2
S+ 1/

XMU: p

IONZ(J): Z.

ET: ET

5. SUBROUTINE INPUT, ENTRY INTYPE

INPUT performs the following task:l)reads the data to specify the

components to be included in the computation, nn initial guess for their

free concentrations, and their analytical (total) concentrations;

2) retrieves the relevant thermodynamic data for that set of components;
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3) reads the data to specify species types.

The loop on 20 initializes the IADXT array. IADXT(IDX) contains the

array storage location of the component identified by IDX. Thus as each

component, the guess for its concentration, and its analytical concen-

tration are read in statement 10, IADXT(IDX) is set equal to the index

J and the data are stored in IDX(J), GX(J), X(J) and T(J). All other

elements in IADX remain equal to zero.

The loop on 200 then generates the Type I species in the A and K

matrices. The loop on 400 reads each of the species in the thermo-

dynamic data base. If all of the components of that species are in-

cluded in the problem (as indicated by a non-zero entry in the IADXT

array), the species is entered by species type into the A and K arrays.

The manipulation of species type is described in the MINEQL User's

Manual. The ENTRY INTYPE allows for the manipulation of species type

from MAIN after the initial specification has been made. If the type

or stoichiometry data is entered incorrectly an error message is issued

and execution is terminated.

6. SUBROUTINE OUTPUT

OUTPUT has five separate entry points, each of which produces a

particular output, as described in the MINEQL User's Manual. Each of

the output functions are called by their ENTRY names; a call to OUTPUT

is meaningless. The programming is straightforward and will not be

described further here.
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7. SUBROUTINE SIMQ(Z,Y,N,NXDIM)

This is a subroutine for the solution of n linear equations in n

unknowns by Gaussian elimination and each substitution. The methodology

is discussed in many numerical analysis texts, e.g. (13). If the system

is singular, an error message is issued and execution is terminated.

For the solution of linear equations the arguments are:

Z - two dimensional array containing the matrix of coefficients in

rows and columns 1 through N. (Z is written over during compu-

tation).

Y - one dimensional array containing the values of the non-

homogeneous equations in rows 1 through N: the root of the

equation is returned in Y.

N - the order of the matrix stored in Z

NXDIM - the actual dimension of Z

8, SUBROUTINE SOLID

SOLID modifies the A, K, and T matrices for the set of precipitated

solids (Figure 1). SOLID issues an immediate RETURN if there are no pre-

cipitated solids (Type III and Type IV species). If there are precipitated

solids, modification begins with the last Type IV species as the pivotal

species, and works upward to the first Type III species.

To modify for a given solid species, the row in the A matrix which

represents that species is searched for a non-zero A(I,J): the component

responsible for the non-zero A(I,J) is to be used as the pivotal compo-

nent. (If no non-zero coefficient can be found, the situation corresponds

to a violation of the Gibbs Phase Rule. An error message is issued and
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execution is terminated). When the pivotal component has been found,

the column of the pivotal component and the rightmost column of the A

matrix (or, more precisely, the rightmost column of that part of the A

matrix which does not already contain pivotal components) are interchanged

then the pivotal row and pivotal column are on the outside of the A

matrix and modificaiton can conveniently be performed on the inside

elements.

The mathematics of the modification operation are described in

Appendix 1, "Computation of Solids".

9. SUBROUTINE SOLIDX(KK)

The function of SOLIDX is to solve the chemical equilibrium problem

for the amount of solids, "unmodify" the A, K, T, GX and X matrices

(i.e., restore the stoichiometry to reflect the original set of compo-

nents) and to dissolve or to precipitate solids as necessary (Figure 2).

The loop on 440 computes the mass balance equations for those con-

stituents which were eliminated from the computation as the arrays were

modified for the solids. The loop on 460 solves for the amount of solid,

and performs the inverse of the modification procedure used in subroutine

SOLID. The loop on 220 computes the solubility expression for all of

the dissolved solids.

Then the precipitated solids subject to dissolution (Type IV species)

are tested for a negative amount. If the amount of a solid is found

to be negative, or if more than one solid is present in a negative

amount, the solid with the most negative amount is dissolved and KK, the

return code of the subroutine, is set to -1 to indicate dissoluation.
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Dissolution is actually accomplished by moving the solid to be dissolved

from the range of the Type IV species to the range of the Type V

species. Execution returns to MAIN and the chemical equilibrium problem

with this new set of solids is restarted at subroutine SOLID.

A similar procedure is used to test dissolved solids for precipita-

tion: the solid which most exceeds its solubility product is precipitated

and return code KK = 1 is used to indicate precipitation.

By testing the solids first for dissolution, and dissolving solids

one at a time, then testing for precipitation and precipitating the

solids one at a time, the program minimizes the chance of creating

a system which violates the Gibbs Phase Rule,

If solids are neither precipitated nor dissolved by SOLIDX, return

code KK = 0 is given and the equilibrium problem is solved.

10. SUBROUTINE SOLVE

Subroutine SOLVE solves the chemical equilibrium problem for soluble

species, performing all of the operations described in Appendix 1, "Basic

Problem". SOLVE is indifferent to whether solid phases have modified

the chemical equilibrium problem or not - it simply solves the problem

for the given constraints.

The loop on 2 computes the concentration of the soluble species; the

loop on 201 computes the mass balance equations; the loop on 400 computes

the Jacobian; and the loop on 800 checks for convergence.

If the number of iterations is greater than the maximum allowable,

an error message is issued and execution is terminated. Otherwise the

system of linear equations given by the Jacobian, Z, and the mass
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balance equations, Y, is solved by SIMQ, and the solution is returned

in Y. The "improved" values for the components are computed

(X(J) = X(J) - Y(J)) and checked whether they are greater than zero.

If the "improved" value is found to be less than zero, the "improved"

value is set equal to the old value divided by ten (X(J) = (X(J) +

Y(J))/10) by an empirical algorithm.

Execution then reverts to statement 1000 for another iteration.
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*
Figure 1 Modification of A,K & T for Solids

(Subroutine SOLID)

SPECIES A K
TYPE

V ii V
JEX J

I & II

III & IV

10 -

T LIEEII

1.a. Exchange columns

i. Find non-zero element in row 10 of A array: call its column JEX

ii. Interchange columns JEX and JO
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SPECIES A K
TYPE J0

I & II

III & IV
I0

T

1 .b. Modify interior elements of A, K, & T arrays (see Appendix 1).

The hatch pattern denotes those array elements which have been

modified according to Appendix 1:

A(IJ) = A(I,J) - A(IdJ) A(IJd)
A(I),J0)

T(J) = T(J) -A(IJ) T(JO)
A(IKJJ)

K(J) = K(J) -A(I,J0)_ (OA(103,J0) KT3
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SPECIES A K
TYPE

II & I

'0
III & IV

TX

. Increment 10 and JO, and repeat steps a & b.

array elements modified for first solid phasefJ
(preceding step)

array elements modified for second solid phase
(this step)
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Figure 2 Un-modification of A,K, & T

(Subroutine SOLIDX)

SPECIES
TYPE A

I & II

III & IV

T

J

2.a Compute mass balance (y) for constituents which were eliminated

from computation during modification for solids:

Y(J) = A(I,J) C(I) - T(J)
I=
Type I
Type II

The range of the indicies I and J are given by the double headed

arrows.

Array elements modified for first solid phase Z
Array elements modified for second solid phase
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SPECIES
TYPE C A K

&X

II & II

I0 i ii

T

2.b Solve for constituent in column JO

i. Solve for amount of solid in row 10 from mass balance

condition in column JO: C(I 0) Y(JO)/A(I0,JO)

ii. Add amount of solid in row 10 to mass balance equations

in columns to the right of current JO: Y(J) = Y(J)+A(IO,J) C(IO)

iii. Solve for concentration (activity) of constituent in column JO

Array elements modified for first solid phase

Array elements modified for second solid phase
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SPECIES
TYPE

\I
I & II

III & IV L10

C

A

J0+

T 1 1II

K

2.c Complete un-modification

i. Un-modify interior elements of A, K, & T according to

Appendix 1:

A(I,J) = A(IJ) + A(I0,J) A(I,JO)

A ( AI,,J)
T(J) = T(J) + A(I9AJq) T(J)

K(I) = K(I) + A( ) K(Iq)

ii. Increment I and JO and repeat a & b

Array elements modified for first solid phase Z
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* The specific examples shown in the figures are only representative

of the manipulations performed: the exact number of components and

species of each type will of course vary from case to case.
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